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EXHIBIT 5 

(additions are underlined; deletions are [bracketed]) 

* * * * * 

Cboe U.S. Options Fees Schedules 

 

EDGX Options 

 

Effective January [3]27, 2023 

 

* * * * * 

Marketing Fees:   

* * * * * 

Membership Fees: 

 

Participant Fees 

 

Participant Fee $500 per month 

Market Maker Participant Fee $750 per month 

Participant fees are non-refundable. If a firm becomes a Member during a calendar month after 

the first trading day of the month, the participant fee for the Member for that calendar month is 

prorated based on the remaining trading days in the calendar month. Market Makers will be 

assessed an additional fee for acting as a Market Maker (i.e., Market Makers will be assessed a 

total monthly fee of $1,250 for Participant and Market Maker Participant Fees). 

Market Maker Appointments Sliding Scale  

Appointment Units Monthly Fee 

1 $0 

2 $500 

3 - 5 $350 

>6 $100 

 

Appointment Unit 

Tier 

Option Class Appointment Weight 

AA IWM .50 

 SPY .50 

 VXX .100 

A* Classes 1 - 60 .100 
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B* Classes 61 - 120 .060 

C* Classes 121 - 345 .040 

D* Classes 346 - 570 .025 

E* Classes 571 - 999 .015 

F*  All Remaining Classes .001 

* Excludes Tier AA 

An Options Market Maker may select class appointments to make markets in those classes 

during all trading sessions. All classes are placed within a specific tier according to national 

average daily volume (except for the AA tier) and assigned an “appointment weight” depending 

upon its tier location as set forth above. Appointment weights for each assigned class will be 

aggregated for each Market Maker ID used to trade to obtain the total number of Appointment 

Units. If the sum of appointments is a fractional amount, the total will be rounded up to the next 

highest whole Appointment Unit. Total quantity is determined by the highest quantity used at 

any point during the month. The Exchange will rebalance the tiers (excluding the “AA” tier) 

once each calendar quarter, which may result in additions or deletions to their composition and 

announces such rebalances pursuant to Exchange Rule 16.3 at least 10 business days before the 

rebalance takes effect. When a class changes tiers, it is assigned the appointment cost of that 

tier. 

Options Logical Port Fees: 

* * * * * 


